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Large Photonic Processor Solves
Graph Problems
A quantum photonic device can perform some real-world tasks more
efficiently than classical computers.

By Rachel Berkowitz

Q uantum computers can outperform their classical
counterparts when solving certain computational
problems, but the average off-the-shelf laptop is still far

better for most tasks. Now Chao-Yang Lu, Jian-Wei Pan, and
their colleagues at the University of Science and Technology of
China have used a quantum computer based on a photonic
network to solve two graph-theory problems [1]. The result
extends the list of tasks for which today’s noisy quantum
computers offer an advantage over classical computers.

Previously, the team used their photonic processor—a
144-optical-mode interferometer—to solve a problem called
Gaussian boson sampling (GBS); see Viewpoint: Quantum Leap
for Quantum Primacy. A GBS solution is a prediction—or
“sample”—of the probability distribution of photons recorded
across the network’s 144 output detectors when those photons
are injected into the network one at a time.

This sampling approach links mathematically to graph
problems that model pairwise relationships, defined by
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matrices, between objects. The researchers used their photonic
processor to implement search algorithms defined by two such
problems. By treating each of the processor’s output ports as a
graph vertex and each detected photon as a subgraph vertex,
they determined which subgraphmapped to the solution. Their
processor arrived at a solution after obtaining 221,891 samples,
each of which corresponded to a particular distribution of up to
80 detected photons. Each sample would require 700 seconds
on the world’s fastest supercomputer using an exact algorithm.

Previous claims of quantum advantage were challenged by
suggestions that the quantum computer was not competing
against the best-possible classical algorithm for the task.
Whether the team’s quantum processor will still yield an
advantage over classical algorithms optimized for solving graph
problems is an open question.
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